
 

Mounting your Esprits: 

Before you start, you got your horse trimmed, the hoof walls are all 
slightly rasped, and all the uneven areas are gone. Make sure you work on a clean, 
sturdy, dry surface, like concrete or rubber mats. (Use an old piece of carpet or 
something your horse can stand on, if working on a pasture.)  
Put the Esprits in a flat pan. Cover the soles up to where the tapes start, with water. 
Bring the water to a boil. Then lower the temperature and let them simmer for 10 
minutes. Keep the shoes in the hot water until you are ready to mount them. 

Before you mount your Esprits, make sure the hoof wall is very smooth and clean! 
This is a key step for success! Take the sand paper that came with your package and 
sand it smooth. Make sure to get rid of the marks of the rasp and the flaky stuff in the 
heel area. Clean  the dust off with a clean, dry rag. (Do not apply any water or 
acetone) If your horse has been in the rain or snow, dry the hoof with a hair dryer. 

Take the Esprit out of the hot water and let the water evaporate. You don’t want water 
on the hoof wall. Be careful with the hot water. You might want to wear gloves. Make 
sure the Esprits are warm enough, so you can work them well. Pick up your horses 
hoof, and put the Esprit on it. Every time you put the Esprit on, make sure to not 
peel the red foil off the tape! Protect the sticky tape as much as possible until you 
are ready to glue them on!  With both hands, mold it to the hoof. Don’t be shy to 
shape the shoe! Don’t just mold the flaps, but please, mold the sole as well! Make 

sure the Esprit is snug and tight everywhere! Pay special attention to the areas  
          to the right and to the left of the toes. Press the shoe together as needed. The  
          same thing for the heels! You can change its shape, up to a quarter inch from each  
          side! (narrower or wider) Look inside from all sides and check for gaps. Is the ho filling 
          in the shoe every where? Great! Now check the heel area. Is it fitted, close to the   
          wall? Perfect! Important: Each flap needs to be in touch with the hoof wall   
          starting from the very bottom! Otherwise the tapes will not hold on well enough!   
          You can do all this, holding the hoof. If your horse wants to pause the hoof on the   
          ground, take the Esprit off first. Avoid your horse standing on the Esprit while it is still   

warm. It will deform the shoe under the horses weight.  

After fitting the Esprit, put it in cold water for at least 5 minutes, so it will harden up 
again. You might want to hold its shape for a little bit, so it does not expand again. 
Make sure the frog triangle runs flat and does not point upward. (pointing towards the 
sole). Always, before putting it back on the hoof, dry the Esprit with a rag. 
 

After cooling down, and if you want your Esprits to last longer, you can drill small 
spikes into the sole now. You also can apply studs, snow grips, wedges and medical 
pads. If you need to rasp any areas on the shoe, or make adjustment by sanding or 
rasping some of the grey areas, you can do so as well. Never get into the black 
inlays! Put the Esprit on the hoof one more time and have the horse stan on it now. 
Make sure one more time, that it fits well, just as described in the steps above. If you 
need to readjust, sometimes just warming the sole area that is not snug with a                                                                                                                                   

heat gun (keep enough distance so you don’t melt it), is enough, or you can boil them  
           again and completely adjust them again. If they fit well, take the shoe off again. 

  
The next step works best doing two hooves at once. That way you can use one primer 
pouch for both hooves, and after letting it dry, use the second one. 
Again, clean the dust off the hoof with a clean, dry rag. Apply the primer to your clean 
hoof wall. Do not rub it to the hoof, just brush it on everywhere. Do not get it into the 
coronary band! After that, do not touch the hoof wall and prevent dust  and dirt to 
get on it, until the hoof shoe is on! Wait until the primer is dry. (Until it lost its gloss). 
Apply a second layer of the primer. Let it dry. During WINTER: Keep the primer in a      

         warm area until you are ready to apply it, or just keep it close to your body in a pocket. 



Use a heat gun or a hairdryer to warm the flaps until they are easily pliable.  Make 
sure the corners and edges are nice and soft too. Attention: Keep a distance of 
approx. 2 inches with the hot air gun, in order to not melt the plastic! Do not heat up 
the sole again. 

Put the shoe back on the hoof. Center it and position it correctly. Do not touch the 
hoof wall! If your horse does not stand still, have someone lift the opposite leg. 

 
 

Once the Esprit is in the right position, bend back one of the heel flaps and remove 
the red foil. Do not touch the sticky tapes or the hoof wall. Next step: Esprit Special: 
starting from the bottom moving upward. / Esprit Slipper: from the middle outwards, 
press the flap firmly against the hoof wall. Repeat this process on the opposite side. 
Repeat this process for the toe flaps. Caution: Make sure the position of each flap is 
correct, before the flap, without the protective foil, touches the hoof.  

When you are all done, go back to each flap, and press them down once more. Make 
sure to press down well, along the edges, so no water can get in, in the future. 
On horses with uneven hoof walls like laminitic horses, make sure the flaps are very 
soft (warm) and press them into the groves. If you need to heat them up again, make 
sure to not go to close, or to hot to the coronary band, or any fur/hair, with your 
heat gun/hairdryer. If for any reason the tapes do not stick enough, apply a litte bit         
more heat to the flap that is not sticking and press down very well again. 

For Esprit Slipper (Velcro system): Let your horse stand on solid, flat ground for 30 
minutes at least, so they can completely cool off and harden in their desired shape. 
Now you can let your horse go to its natural habitat, but leave the Esprits on for 48 
hours. After 48 hours you can take them off. The next time you put them back on, you 
don’t have to reheat them again, unless you want to change their shape. If you have 
a hard time to put the shoes on, because they are to tight or stiff, you can just heat 
the flaps a little bit with a heat gun or a hairdryer and put them back on without          
changing the shoes shape. You can reheat your Esprits and change them, as many  

          times as you want. After the tapes on the hoof wore out, you can order new tapes on     
          our web page and apply them again. Be careful with the tapes on the shoe. You        
          cannot replace them. Rinse them off and protect them from the environment when      
          taking the Slipper off. 

For Esprit Special  (Glue on): Make sure you press the flaps very well to the hoof 
wall! Use the handle of your hoof knife, and from bottom to the top, press it against 
the flaps.Then, if you want, you can rasp off the top edge of the flaps a little bit, so 
they are closer to the hoof wall. That way, your horse does not step them off easily. 
Just make sure you don't go too deep, in order to not harm the tapes. This does not 
need to be done if you don't want to. It’s just a little extra tip. Let your horse stand on 
solid ground for about 30 minutes, so the shoes can completely cool off and harden in 
their desired shape. After your Esprit Specials are worn out, please replace them.  

    
In winter, try to work inside of a barn where the temperatures are warmer. If you don’t have one, 
use a hairdryer to help you keeping the temperature warm (not hot), around the hoof you are 
working on.  

If you need help to apply your Esprits for the first time, you can  let us know when you plan to do 
so, and we can call you and walk you through it, as you apply them to the first hoof.  
It's very easy, once you have done it one time.  

Enjoy your new Esprits!  
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